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TD1 / TD2: Interview Start

IWERCANIFIRM. Today is: [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday]
- Selected Interview Day is: [IW1_SELECTEDDAY]
- Yesterday was: [Saturday / Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday]
- Respondent should be: [HEAD/ WIFE / “WIFE”], [Male Head / Female Head, Wife, ““Wife”]

1. Yes, continue 5. No, stop and reschedule → You must close Blaise [Alt-X] and reschedule the interview in SurveyTrak

↓

VOLSTMT. We find that the interview works best if you are in a quiet, comfortable spot where your answers cannot be overheard. If there is someone in the room with you now, can you find a more private area of your home? You’ll need about [TD1: 45 minutes to an hour / TD2: 30 to 45 minutes]. All set?

Before I begin, I want you to know that your participation in this interview is completely voluntary and confidential. If we come to any question that you don’t want to answer, just let me know and we will skip it and go on to the next question. You can end the interview at any time. The answers that you give will be kept confidential to the full extent allowable under federal and state law. We are offering you $50 in appreciation for your time and effort answering our questions. For quality control purposes we may be recording a portion of this interview.

1. Agrees to have interview recorded 5. Does not agree to have interview recorded

TD1 GO TO Global Well-Being
TD2 GO TO Yesterday Diary
TD1 Section 1: Global Well-Being

GWB1. These first few questions ask about how satisfied you are with different parts of your life. Please use a scale from 0 to 6, where 0 means not at all satisfied and 6 means very satisfied.
Taking all things together, how satisfied are you with your life these days?


GWB2. Now let’s turn specifically to your health. From 0 to 6, how satisfied are you with your health?


GWB3. From 0 to 6, how satisfied are you with your ability to remember everyday things?


GWB4. From 0 to 6, how satisfied are you with your current financial situation?


GWB5A. Do you work for pay right now? This includes having a job, being self-employed, or owning your own business.

1. Yes → GO TO GWB5C 5. No

↓

GWB5B. Are you looking for work?

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO GWB5D

↓

GWB5C. From 0 to 6, how satisfied are you with your work situation?


↓

GWB5D. From 0 to 6, how satisfied are you with your (other) daily activities (besides work)?


↓

GWB6 RULE: WHETHER R IS MARRIED (RESPMARSTAT=1), COHABITING (2) OR NEITHER (3)

MARRIED COHABITING ALL OTHERS → GO TO GWB7

GO TO GWB9

↓

GWB6. From 0 to 6, how satisfied are you with your marriage?


GO TO IMP1A

↓

GWB7. Do you currently have a romantic partner?

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP1A

↓
GWB8. What is this person’s first name?
- ENTER code for Romantic Partner
- ENTER [25] if romantic partner not listed below


25. Romantic partner, not in HH (GW8BSpec. Name of romantic partner (String 25))

GWB9. From 0 to 6, how satisfied are you with your relationship with [HEAD /"WIFE" / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE / [GW8BSPEC] / your romantic partner]?

0. Not at all satisfied \hspace{1em} 1. One \hspace{1em} 2. Two \hspace{1em} 3. Three \hspace{1em} 4. Four \hspace{1em} 5. Five \hspace{1em} 6. Very satisfied
TD1 Section 2: Impairments

IMP1A. Now I have some questions about health-related problems you may have had in the last 7 days. By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday. In the last seven days did you have any breathing problems?

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP2A

↓

IMP1B. On how many of the last 7 days did your breathing problems limit your activities?

None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?

0. None 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days

IMP2A. In the last seven days did you have any heart or circulation problems?

(By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.)

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP3A

↓

IMP2B. On how many of the last 7 days did your heart or circulation problems limit your activities?

None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?

0. None 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days

IMP3A. In the last seven days did you have any stomach problems?

(By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.)

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP4A

↓

IMP3B. On how many of the last 7 days did your stomach problems limit your activities?

None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?

0. None 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days

IMP4A. In the last seven days did you have any back or neck problems?

(By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.)

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP5A

↓

IMP4B. On how many of the last 7 days did your back or neck problems limit your activities?

None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?

0. None 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days

IMP5A. In the last seven days did you have limited strength or movement in your shoulders, arms, or hands?

(By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.)

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP6A

↓
IMP5B. On how many of the last 7 days did this problem with your shoulders, arms, or hands limit your daily activities?
None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?
[0] None [1] 1-2 days [3] 3-4 days [5] 5 or more days

IMP6A. In the last seven days did you have limited strength or movement in your hips, legs, knees, or feet?
(By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.)
[1] Yes [5] No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP7A
↓

IMP6B. On how many of the last 7 days did this problem with your hips, legs, knees, or feet limit your daily activities?
None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?
[0] None [1] 1-2 days [3] 3-4 days [5] 5 or more days

IMP7A. In the last seven days did you have low energy or were you easily exhausted?
(By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.)
[1] Yes [5] No; DK/RF → GO TO IMP8A
↓

IMP7B. On how many of the last 7 days did your low energy or exhaustion limit your daily activities?
None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?
[0] None [1] 1-2 days [3] 3-4 days [5] 5 or more days

IMP8A. In the last seven days did you have difficulty remembering everyday things?
(By last 7 days I mean from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.)
[1] Yes [5] No; DK/RF → GO TO MOB1
↓

IMP8B. On how many of the last 7 days did your difficulty remembering limit your daily activities?
None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?
[0] None [1] 1-2 days [3] 3-4 days [5] 5 or more days
TD1 Section 2B: ACS Disability Questions

MOB1. Now, I have a few questions about whether you have difficulty with certain daily activities.
Do you have serious difficulty hearing?
1. Yes 5. No 7. R is deaf (IF VOL)

MOB2. Do you have serious difficulty seeing even when wearing glasses?
1. Yes 5. No 7. R is blind (IF VOL)

MOB3. Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have serious difficulty concentrating, remembering, or making decisions?
1. Yes 5. No

MOB4. Do you have serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs?
1. Yes 5. No

MOB5. Do you have difficulty dressing or bathing?
1. Yes 5. No

MOB6. Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have difficulty doing errands alone such as visiting a doctor's office or shopping?
1. Yes 5. No
TD1 Section 3: Assistive Devices

ADE1. Sometimes people use aids to make daily activities easier, safer, or so that they can do them on their own. For these next questions, we would like to know if you used any of the following in the last seven days, that is, from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday.

In the last seven days did you use a cane, walker, wheelchair, or scooter, yes or no?

1. Yes 5. No; DK/RF → GO TO ADE4

ADE2. Okay, can you tell me which of these you used?

- READ list, pausing after each option to allow R to respond
- ENTER all that apply

1. Cane?
2. Walker?
3. Wheelchair?
4. Scooter?

ADE3A. In the last seven days, did you use your [cane [or] / walker [or] / wheelchair [or] / scooter] to help you get around inside your home?

1. Yes 5. No

ADE3B. (In the last seven days,) did you use your [cane [or] / walker [or] / wheelchair [or] / scooter] to help you get around when you left your home?

1. Yes 5. No 7. If vol: Did not leave home in last 7 days

ADE3C. (In the last seven days,) did you use your [cane [or] / walker [or] / wheelchair [or] / scooter] to help you get up from a bed, chair, or couch?

1. Yes 5. No

ADE4. In the last seven days, did you use a motorized cart or electric scooter at the store?

1. Yes 5. No 7. If vol: Did not leave home in last 7 days

ADE5. (In the last seven days,) did you use a reacher or grabber to help grasp or pick up things?

- If necessary: A reacher or grabber is a pole with prongs on the end that is used to help reach or grasp objects.

1. Yes 5. No

ADE6. (In the last seven days,) did you use grab bars in the bathroom?

- If necessary: A grab bar is designed to help you steady yourself. It may be attached to the wall, built into the tub or shower, or part of a frame that goes over the toilet. Do not include towel racks or other things you may hold onto.

1. Yes 5. No
ADE7. In the last seven days, did you use a seat for the shower or tub?
   • If necessary: This includes a chair, bench, or stool that you put in the shower or tub or a seat that is built in.
     1. Yes 5. No

ADE8. In the last seven days, did you wear a hearing aid?
     1. Yes 5. No

ADE9. (In the last seven days,) did you wear glasses or contacts?
     1. Yes 5. No

ADE10. (In the last seven days,) did you use vision aids other than glasses or contacts?
   • If necessary: Vision aids include things like a magnifying glass, large-print books, and other tools to help people with vision impairments.
     1. Yes 5. No
TD1 Section 4: Personality

PERINTRO. Next I’m going to read different qualities that a person can have. Please tell me whether each of these describes you; not at all, a little, some, or a lot.

- ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

PER1. You are someone who does a thorough job. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER2. You are someone who is talkative. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER3. You are someone who is sometimes rude to others. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER4. (You are someone who...) is original, comes up with new ideas. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER5. You are someone who worries a lot. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER6. (You are someone who...) has a forgiving nature. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER7. (You are someone who...) tends to be lazy. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER8. (You are someone who...) is outgoing, sociable. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER9. (You are someone who...) values artistic experiences. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


PER10. You are someone who gets nervous easily. Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?

PER11. (You are someone who...) does things efficiently.
(Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)

PER12. (You are someone who...) is reserved.
(Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)

PER13. (You are someone who) is considerate and kind to almost everyone.
(Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)

PER14. (You are someone who...) has an active imagination.
(Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)

PER15. You are someone who is relaxed, handles stress well.
(Does this describe you not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)
TD1 Section 5: Self-Efficacy and Spirituality

SES1. Next, tell me which of these statements describes you better.

   You have usually felt pretty sure your life would work out how you wanted. Or,
   There have been more times when you haven’t been very sure.

   1. Usually pretty sure life would work out
   2. More times when haven’t been very sure

SES2. Are you the kind of person that plans your life ahead all the time, or do you live more from day to day?

   1. Plans life ahead all the time
   2. Lives more from day to day

SES3. When you make plans ahead, do you usually get to carry out things the way you expected, or do things usually come up to make you change your plans?

   1. Usually carry out things the way expected
   2. Things usually come up to make plans change

SES4. Would you say you nearly always finish things once you start them, or do you sometimes have to give up before they are finished?

   1. Nearly always finish once started
   2. Sometimes have to give up before finished

SES5. Which of these two statements comes closer to the way you think?

   Sometimes I feel that I don’t have enough control over my life. Or,
   What happens to me is my own doing.

   1. Sometimes I feel that I don’t have enough control over my life
   2. What happens to me is my own doing

SES6. These next few questions are about your religious beliefs.

   Some people believe in a God who watches over them. Do you agree with this belief not at all, a little, some, or a lot.


SES7. Some people believe that things in their life happen according to a divine plan. Do you agree with this belief not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


SES8. How much do your religious beliefs affect your daily life? Not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


SES9. How much strength and comfort do you get from your religious beliefs? Not at all, a little, some, or a lot?

TD1 Section 6: Cognition

COG1. Now I have a few questions about your memory. How would you rate your memory these days? Would you say it is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?


COG2. Compared with a year ago, would you say your memory is better now, about the same, or worse now than it was then?

1. Better  2. Same  3. Worse

COG3. On how many of the last 7 days did you use lists or other memory aids to help you remember things? None, 1-2, 3-4, or 5 or more days?

0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days
TD1 Section 7: Martial/Family Relationships

MAR1ckpt. CAI CHECKPOINT: WHETHER R IS MARRIED OR COHABITING ((RESPMARSTAT=1, 2) OR HAS ROMANTIC PARTNER (GWB7=YES)

MARRIED, COHABITING, ROMANTIC PARTNER → ALL OTHERS → GO TO FAR1

MAR1. Next I have a few questions about your [MARRIED: marriage / COHABITING: relationship with [HEAD / "WIFE" / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER: relationship with [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE / GWB8SPEC / your romantic partner]].


Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


(Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)


(Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)


MAR5. How much can you open up to [MARRIED: [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / "WIFE" / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE / GWB8SPEC / your romantic partner]] if you need to talk about your worries?

Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?

TD1 Section 7B: Family Relationships

FAR1. These next few questions are about your relationships with your family or relatives [MARRIED: other than [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD]].

How much does your family appreciate you? Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?

1. Not at all 2. A little 3. Some 4. A lot 7. No family (IF VOL); DK/RF → GO TO FAR5

FAR2. How often do family members argue with you? Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


FAR3. How much can you rely on family members for help if you have a problem? Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?


FAR4. How often do family members make too many demands on you? (Would you say not at all, a little, some, or a lot?)


FAR5. Now think about people you consider your friends, both your closest friends and pretty good friends.

How many friends do you feel close to? Would you say none, 1-2, 3-4 or 5 or more?

0. None 1. 1-2 3. 3-4 5. 5 or more

FAR6. Now, think about the people you can count on when you need help.

Who would you most likely turn to first: [MARRIED: [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / “WIFE” / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE / GWB8SPEC / your romantic partner]], a family member [MARRIED: other than [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD]], a friend, or someone else?

MARRIED, COHABITING, ROMANTIC PARTNER:
1. Spouse, “Spouse”, or Romantic Partner
2. Family member other than spouse, “spouse”, or romantic partner
3. Friend

7. Other-Specify (FAR6SPEC. If necessary: Please specify. (String 100))

DK/RF → GO TO YST1A
FAR7. If necessary: Which family member is that?

- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])

02 – 24. [NAME], [RTH / RTW], not in HH

PRELOAD.DUSTPERSINFO[02] – [24]

"not in HH" is displayed for OFUMs who are M_O or INST in DUST 2013.

2-24: OFUMs OTHER THAN Head, Wife/"Wife", boyfriend, girlfriend, husband of Head; FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013; or FUMI in Dust 2013.

26 – 39. [NAME], [RTH / RTW], not in HH

PRELOAD.KID[01] – [14]

26-39: Preloaded Head’s and/or Wife’s/"Wife’s" adult children (age 18+) who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Adult Child Roster.

40. Other Child, not in HH

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDMOM

41. [NAME,] Mother (biologic or adoptive)

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFMOM

"[NAME,]" displayed if mother of Head (Wife/"Wife") was preloaded.

41-42: Preloaded Head’s (Wife’s/"Wife’s") parents who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Parent Roster.

42. [NAME,] Father (biologic or adoptive)

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFDAD

"[NAME,]" displayed if father of Head (Wife/"Wife") was preloaded.

43. Step Mother

44. Step Father

45. [NAME,] Spouse/Partner’s Mother

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFMOM

"[NAME,]" displayed if mother of Wife/"Wife" (Head) was preloaded.

45-46: Preloaded Wife’s/"Wife’s" (Head’s) parents who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Parent Roster.

46. [NAME,] Spouse/Partner’s Father

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFDAD

"[NAME,]" displayed if father of Wife/"Wife" (Head) was preloaded.

47. Spouse/partner’s Step Mother

*For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).

48. Spouse/partner’s Step father

*For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).

51. Son-in-Law

52. Daughter-in-Law

53. Sister

54. Brother

55. Sister in law

56. Brother in law

57. Granddaughter

58. Grandson

59. Other family member

97. Other-s specify (FAR7SPEC. Please specify. (String 50))
### TD1 Section 8 / TD2 Section 1: Yesterday Diary

**Who List code frame for WHO_ACTIVE, WHO_PASSIVE, WHO_PICK_DROP, and WHO_FOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>No one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>By myself/myself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>All household members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01–24.</td>
<td>[NAME], [RTH / RTW] [, not in HH]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **01:** Head. Displayed in Wife/"Wife" interview if Head was FU, FUMI, INST in PSID Core 2013 and is FU in Dust 2013, or M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Wife/"Wife" (RESPMARSTAT), or FUMI in Dust 2013.
- **02:** Wife/"Wife". Displayed in Head interview if there is a Wife/"Wife" who was FU, FUMI, INST in PSID Core 2013 and is FU in Dust 2013, or M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Head (RESPMARSTAT), or FUMI in Dust 2013.
- **02:** OFUMs (including Husband of Head RTH 901). Displayed in Head and Wife/"Wife" interviews for OFUMs who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or is FUMI in Dust 2013, and there is no Wife/"Wife" who is FU in Dust 2013/ M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Head/FUMI in Dust 2013.
- **03-24:** OFUMs. Displayed in Head and Wife/"Wife" interviews for OFUMs who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or FUMI in Dust 2013.

- **25.** [NAME,] Romantic partner

- **26–39.** [NAME], [RTH / RTW], not in HH

- **26-39:** Preloaded Head's and/or Wife's/"Wife's" adult children (age 18+) who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Adult Child Roster.

- **40.** Other Child, not in HH

- **41.** [NAME,] Mother (biologic or adoptive)

- **42.** [NAME,] Father (biologic or adoptive)

- **43.** Step Mother

- **44.** Step Father

- **45.** [NAME,] Spouse/Partner's Mother

- **45-46:** Preloaded Wife's/"Wife's" (Head's)
1. Continue

YST1A. Next, we'd like to find out how you spent your day yesterday. [YESTERDAY].

I'm going to ask you what you were doing starting at 4:00am. Then I'll ask a few more questions about the activity, like:

♦ how long it took;
♦ where you were;
♦ who was doing the activity with you, and;
♦ who else was there.

We'll repeat this series of questions until we reach the end of the day.

If you were traveling, we'll treat that as a separate activity. So, for instance, driving to the doctor would be separate from being at a doctor's appointment, and then driving home would also be a separate activity.

If you were doing more than one activity for the time I ask you about, that's fine. You can tell me more than one activity for a given time.

- ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

YST1B. Sometimes people want to know how much detail we are looking for.

If you tell me you worked from 9 to 5, I may ask you to break that down for me, for example, into having meetings from 9 to 11, answering e-mails for an hour until 12, having lunch until 1, and so on.

Or, if you tell me you cleaned the house all morning, I may ask for more detail, for example, you straightened up from 9 to 9:30, folded laundry for half an hour, made the beds at 10:00, and so on.

On the other hand, you don't need to tell me about changing the TV channel or walking from room to room in your house. So, somewhere in between.

And if an activity is too personal, there's no need to mention it.

Ok? Let's begin.

- ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>46. [NAME,] Spouse/Partner’s Father</th>
<th>(PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDMOM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[NAME,]” displayed if mother of Wife/”Wife” (Head) was preloaded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parents who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Parent Roster.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 47. Spouse/partner’s Step Mother | *For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT). |
| 48. Spouse/partner’s Step father | *For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT). |
| 54. Brother | 55. Sister in law | 56. Brother in law |
| 57. Granddaughter | 58. Grandson | 59. Other family member |
| 61. Friend(s) | 62. Co-worker, colleague, client | 63. Neighbor, acquaintance |
| 64. Pet | 65. Religious leader | 66. Medical provider |
| 67. Unrelated children | 68. Other non-relative | 69. Other (group of) people |

97. Other-specify (Please specify. (String 50))
**ACT_INFO RULE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST ACTIVITY</th>
<th>ACTIVITY 2-100 &amp; TIME &lt;24 HRS</th>
<th>ACTIVITY 2-100 &amp; TIME ≤24 HRS</th>
<th>ACTIVITY &gt;100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GO TO DWB1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACT_INFO.** [FIRST ACTIVITY: Yesterday, [YESTERDAY], at 4:00 AM, what were you doing? / ACTIVITY 2-100 & TOTAL TIME ≤ 20 HOURS: Yesterday, [YESTERDAY], at [PREVIOUS ACTIVITY END TIME], what did you do next? / ACTIVITY 2-100 & TOTAL TIME > 20 HOURS: Today, [TODAY], at [PREVIOUS ACTIVITY END TIME], what did you do next? / PREVIOUS ACTIVITY = DK/RF: Ok that’s fine. What is the next thing that you [can remember / can tell me about] doing?]

- If information provided, ENTER [1] and record on next screen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RETURN TO ACT_INFO RULE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DESCRIPTION.** (Please describe the activity.)

- RECORD the activity verbatim
- Use a separate line for each activity if more than one activity is named
- When there are no more activities to record, PRESS [Enter] to continue

1. Activity 1: [ACTIVITY LIST[1].DESCRIPTION]
2. Activity 2: [ACTIVITY LIST[2].DESCRIPTION]
3. Activity 3: [ACTIVITY LIST[3].DESCRIPTION]
4. Activity 4: [ACTIVITY LIST[4].DESCRIPTION]
5. Activity 5: [ACTIVITY LIST[5].DESCRIPTION]

**SAME_TIME RULE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&gt; ONE ACTIVITY</th>
<th>ONE ACTIVITY; PREVIOUS=DK/RF</th>
<th>ONE ACTIVITY; PREVIOUS≠DK/RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GO TO ACT_START_TIME</td>
<td>GO TO ACT_DUR_TYPE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SAME_TIME.** Just to be clear, were you doing [both / all] of these activities at [4:00 am / [PREVIOUS ACTIVITY END TIME]]?

Activities Listed: Activity 1: [ACTIVITY LIST[1].DESCRIPTION]
Activity 2: [ACTIVITY LIST[2].DESCRIPTION]
Activity 3: [ACTIVITY LIST[3].DESCRIPTION]
Activity 4: [ACTIVITY LIST[4].DESCRIPTION]
Activity 5: [ACTIVITY LIST[5].DESCRIPTION]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Yes</th>
<th>5. No</th>
<th>→ Go back and make corrections to activities listed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEL_MAIN.** If you had to choose, which of these would you say was the main activity?

- If necessary: By main activity, we mean the one that you were focused on most.

1. Activity 1: [ACTIVITY LIST[1].DESCRIPTION]
2. Activity 2: [ACTIVITY LIST[2].DESCRIPTION]
3. Activity 3: [ACTIVITY LIST[3].DESCRIPTION]
4. Activity 4: [ACTIVITY LIST[4].DESCRIPTION]
5. Activity 5: [ACTIVITY LIST[5].DESCRIPTION]

**SAME_TIME RULE:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIRST ACTIVITY</th>
<th>GO TO ACT_DUR_TYPE</th>
<th>ALL OTHERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ↓               |                    |            |

↓
ACT_START_TIME. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]
What time did you start doing that?
• Enter time in numbers and then "a" for am or "p" for pm; e.g. to enter 8:20am, type [0 8 2 0 a]
• DK or RF are not allowed
___ : ___ AM/PM

ACT_DUR_TYPE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]
[FIRST ACTIVITY: Until what time did you do that / ACTIVITY 2-100: How long did that take or how long did you do that?]
• Select how time was reported; Exact (end) Time or Length of time (hours and/or minutes)
• Enter the actual number on the next screen
1. Exact (end) time 2. Length of time (hours and/or minutes) → GO TO ACT_DURHRS

ACT_DURET. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]
(Until what time did you do that?)
• Enter time in numbers and then "a" for am or "p" for pm; e.g. to enter 8:20am, type [0 8 2 0 a]
___ : ___ AM/PM → GO TO CONFIRM_ACT_INFO

ACT_DURHRS. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]
(How long did that take or how long did you do that?)
• Enter the hours reported
• If only reporting minutes, ENTER [0] for hours
0 - 23

ACT_DURMINS. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]
(Until what time did you do that / How long did that take or how long did you do that?)
• Enter the minutes reported
• If only reporting hours, ENTER [0] for minutes
0 - 120

CONFIRM_ACT_INFO. So you (were) [DESCRIPTION] from about [FIRST ACTIVITY: 4:00AM / ACTIVITY 2-100: [START TIME]]
to [END TIME], is that correct?
1. Yes 5. No → Go back and make corrections to either main activity listed or the end time

ACT_PRECODE. Main Activity: [DESCRIPTION]
• If necessary: This will just take me a moment to log
1. Sleeping, napping, trying to sleep, waking up
2. Washing, dressing / undressing, grooming (includes "getting ready")
3. Travel to / from place to pick up / drop off person
4. All other travel to / from place
5. Working for pay, work-related activities, volunteering
6. Talking on phone, socializing / talking in person, sending text messages by phone
8. Providing care to others, includes:
   Washing or grooming someone else
   Getting someone else ready
   Feeding someone else
   Taking care of someone else's health needs
   Looking after someone
7. Household chores / helping others, includes:
   - Preparing food, drink, meals
   - Kitchen and food cleanup
   - Shopping and running an errand
   - Putting away shopping, groceries
   - Doing laundry
   - Cleaning the house
   - Outdoor chores, include care of cars
   - Home repairs / improvements
   - Paying bills / Financial / legal affairs
   - Arranging for services

9. All other activities, includes:
   - Eating / drinking
   - Pet care
   - Relaxing / thinking
   - Attending events
   - Television / movies / music
   - Sports / exercise / physical activity
   - Leisure and hobbies
   - Self-care / taking care of own health needs
   - Using computer (for leisure)
   - Waiting

| 1. Sleeping, napping or trying to sleep |
| 2. Washing, dressing/undressing, grooming (includes "getting ready") |
| 3. Travel to/from place to pick up / drop off person |
| 4. All other travel to/from place |
| 5. Working for pay, work-related activities, volunteering |
| 6. Talking on phone, socializing/talking in person, sending text messages by phone |
| 7. Household chores/helping others |
| 8. Providing care to others |
| 9. All other activities |

PRECODE1 RULE:

ACT_PRECODE = 1 ALL OTHERS
THIS IS FIRST ACTIVITY THIS IS LAST ACTIVITY ALL OTHERS GO TO PRECODE2 RULE
↓ GO TO FALL_ASLEEP RETURN TO ACT_INFO RULE

TIME_BED. We'd like to know a little more about how you slept [DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY] night.
About what time did you go to sleep for the night on [DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY]?
Enter time in numbers and then "a" for am or "p" for pm; e.g. to enter 8:20am, type [0 8 2 0 a]

FALL_ASLEEP. [LAST ACTIVITY: We'd like to know a little more about how you slept last night, that is [YESTERDAY] night.]
Did it take you more than half an hour to fall asleep?
1. Yes 5. No

WAKE_DURING. Did you wake up during the night, that is between the time you fell asleep and [END TIME]?
1. Yes 5. No → GO TO RATE_SLEEP

BACK_SLEEP. Did you have trouble falling back to sleep?
1. Yes 5. No
RATE_SLEEP. How would you rate your sleep on [DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY / YESTERDAY] night?
Would you say it was excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?


RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT

PRECODE2 RULE:

ACT_PRECODE = 2 ALL OTHERS → GO TO PRECODE3 RULE

HOW_FEEL. While you were [Activity] did you feel mostly unpleasant, mostly pleasant, or neither?
[ACTIVITY=1 & PRECODE <> 1: If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. / ALL OTHERS: (If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one.)]


RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT

PRECODE3 RULE:

ACT_PRECODE = 3 ALL OTHERS → GO TO PRECODE4 RULE

WHO_PICK_DROP. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
ASK or CONFIRM:
Who did you (pick up / drop off)?
• If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
• If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
• ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_PICK_DROP_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)

WHO_PASSIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
ASK or CONFIRM:
Who else went with you?
• If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
• If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
• ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_PASSIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)
**WHERE.** Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

Where did you (pick up / drop off) your [WHO_PICK_DROP]?

| 4. Someone else's home               | 5. Restaurant/bar         | 6. Place of worship |
| 16. Sporting event/entertainment venue | 17. Car/truck/motorcycle/other |
| 22. Hotel                            | 23. Airport/train station/bus station |
| 97. Other-specify (WHERE_SPEC. Please specify. (String 50)) |

**HOW_TRAVEL.** Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

How did you get there?

| 5. Taxi/limousine                    | 6. Mo-ped          | 7. Cart or golf cart |
| 8. Tractor                          | 9. Airplane        | 10. Scooter/electric wheelchair |
| 97. Other-specify (HOW_TRAVELPEC. Please specify. (String 50)) |

**DRIVE_PASS RULE:**

WHO_PICK_DROP = 91 or 92 OR WHO_PASSIVE =91 or 92  ALL OTHERS

GO TO HOW_FEEL

**DRIVE_PASS.** Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

ASK or CONFIRM:

Were you the driver or the passenger?

1. Driver  2. Passenger

**HOW_FEEL.** While you were [Activity] did you feel mostly unpleasant, mostly pleasant, or neither?

[ACTIVITY=1 & PRECODE <> 1: If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. / ALL OTHERS: (If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one.)]


RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT

**PRECODE4 RULE:**

ACT_PRECODE = 4  ALL OTHERS  → GO TO PRECODE6 RULE

↓
WHO_ACTIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

ASK or CONFIRM:
Who went with you?
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69

97. Other-specify (WHO_ACTIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)

HOW_TRAVEL. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

ASK or CONFIRM:
How did you get there?
1. Drove by car, truck, or motorcycle
2. Walking/bicycle
3. Bus/subway/train
4. Boat/ferry
5. Taxi/limousine
6. Mo-ped
7. Cart or golf cart
8. Tractor
9. Airplane
10. Scooter/electric wheelchair

↓
97. Other-specify (HOW_TRAVELPEC. Please specify. (String 50))

GO TO HOW_FEEL

DRIVE_PASS RULE:

WHO_ACTIVE=91 or 92 ALL OTHERS
GO TO HOW_FEEL

DRIVE_PASS. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

ASK or CONFIRM:
Were you the driver or the passenger?
1. Driver
2. Passenger

HOW_FEEL. While you were [Activity] did you feel mostly unpleasant, mostly pleasant, or neither?
[ACTIVITY=1 & PRECODE <> 1: If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. / ALL OTHERS: (If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one.)]
1. Mostly unpleasant
2. Mostly pleasant
3. Neither

RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT

PRECODE5 RULE:

ACT_PRECODE = 5 ALL OTHERS → GO TO PRECODE6 CHECKPOINT
WHERE. **Activity:** [DESCRIPTION]; **Start Time:** [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; **End Time:** [END TIME]

**ASK or CONFIRM:**
Where were you while you were doing that?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Someone else's home</td>
<td>5. Restaurant/bar</td>
<td>6. Place of worship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Sporting event/entertainment venue</td>
<td>17. Car/truck/motorcycle/other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Hotel</td>
<td>23. Airport/train station/bus station</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97. Other-specify (WHERE_SPEC. Please specify. (String 50))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRECODE5B RULE:**

WHERE = HOME, OUTDOORS, WORK, SOMEONE ELSE'S HOME → GO TO HOW_FEEL

WHO_PASSIVE. **Activity:** [DESCRIPTION]; **Start Time:** [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; **End Time:** [END TIME]

Who else was [at home / outdoors at home/yard / at work / there] with you?

- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

| 91 – 93 |
| 01 – 69 |
| 97. Other-specify (WHO_PASSIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50) |

HOW_FEEL. While you were [Activity] did you feel mostly unpleasant, mostly pleasant, or neither?

[ACTIVITY=1 & PRECODE <> 1: If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. / ALL OTHERS: (If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one.)]


RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT

**PRECODE6 RULE:**

ACT_PRECODE = 6 → GO TO PRECODE9 CHECKPOINT
WHERE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
ASK or CONFIRM:
Where were you while you were doing that?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Outdoors at home/yard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Someone else's home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Restaurant/bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Place of worship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Grocery store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Other store/mall/place of business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>School/daycare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Outdoors/away from home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Medical office/hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Gym/health club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Post office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Sporting event/entertainment venue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Car/truck/motorcycle/other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Nursing home/residential care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Government office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Second home/ RV/camper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Social center/senior center/club room/rec center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Airport/train station/bus station</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

97. Other-specify (WHERE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)

WHO_ACTIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
ASK or CONFIRM:
(Who were you talking to?)
• If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
• If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
• ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_ACTIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)

PHONE_INPERSON. ASK or CONFIRM:
(Was this on the phone or in person?)

1. Phone  2. In person

PRECODE6B RULE:
WHERE = HOME, OUTDOORS, WORK, SOMEONE ELSE'S HOME  → GO TO HOW_FEEL
            ALL OTHERS

WHO_PASSIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
Who else was [at home / outdoors at home/yard / at work / there] with you?
• If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
• If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
• ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_PASSIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)
HOW_FEEL. While you were [Activity] did you feel mostly unpleasant, mostly pleasant, or neither?

[ACTIVITY=1 & PRECODE <> 1: If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. / ALL OTHERS: (If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one.)]


RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT

PRECODE7_8 RULE:

\[
\text{ACT_PRECODE = 7 OR 8} \quad \text{ALL OTHERS} \quad \rightarrow \text{GO TO PRECODE9 RULE}
\]

WHERE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

ASK or CONFIRM:
Where were you while you were doing that?

4. Someone else's home 5. Restaurant/bar 6. Place of worship
16. Sporting event/entertainment venue 17. Car/truck/motorcycle/other
22. Hotel 23. Airport/train station/bus station
97. Other-specify (WHERE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)

WHO_FOR. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

Who did you do that for?
• If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
• If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
• ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_FOR_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)

WHO_ACTIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]

Who did that with you?
• ENTER up to twelve (12) selections
• If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
• If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_ACTIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)
WHO_PASSIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
ASK or CONFIRM:
[Who else / Besides your [WHO_ACTIVE], who else] was [at home / outdoors at home/yard / at work / there] with you?
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections
91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_PASSIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String)

HOW_FEEL. While you were [Activity] did you feel mostly unpleasant, mostly pleasant, or neither?
[ACTIVITY=1 & PRECODE <> 1: If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. / ALL OTHERS: (If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one.)]

RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT

WHERE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
ASK or CONFIRM:
Where were you while you were doing that?
4. Someone else's home 5. Restaurant/bar 6. Place of worship
16. Sporting event/entertainment venue 17. Car/truck/motorcycle/other
22. Hotel 23. Airport/train station/bus station
97. Other-specify (WHERE_SPEC. Please specify. (String 50))
WHO_ACTIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
Who did that with you?
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_ACTIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String 50)

PRECODE9B RULE:
WHERE = HOME, OUTDOORS, WORK, SOMEONE ELSE'S HOME  ALL OTHERS → GO TO HOW_FEEL

WHO_PASSIVE. Activity: [DESCRIPTION]; Start Time: [4:00AM / [START TIME]]; End Time: [END TIME]
ASK or CONFIRM:
[Who else / Besides your [WHO_ACTIVE], who else] was [at home / outdoors at home/yard / at work / there] with you?
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (WHO_PASSIVE_SPEC. Please specify. String)

HOW_FEEL. While you were [Activity] did you feel mostly unpleasant, mostly pleasant, or neither?
[ACTIVITY=1 & PRECODE <> 1: If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. / ALL OTHERS: (If you had more than one feeling, please tell me about the strongest one. )]

RETURN TO ACT_INFO CHECKPOINT
TD1 Section 9 / TD2 Section 2: Detailed Well-Being

DWB 1. The computer has randomly selected [1 / 2 / 3] [activity / activities] for me to ask you about.
For the following questions, please use a scale from 0 to 6, where 0 means you did not have this feeling at all and 6 means the feeling was very strong.

- ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

CALM. [3 ACTIVITIES SELECTED: Now let’s turn to the next time period. Again, we’ll use a scale from 0 to 6 where 0 means you did not have this feeling at all and 6 means the feeling was very strong. / And now for the last time period. / 2 ACTIVITIES SELECTED: / And now for the last time period.]
You told me that from [START TIME] to [END TIME] you (were) [ACTIVITY] [PRECODE3: (picking up / dropping off your [WHO_PICK_DROP]) at [WHERE] / PRECODE4, PRECODE6: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] / PRECODE5: at [WHERE] / PRECODE7_8: (with) your [WHO_FOR] and your [WHO_ACTIVE]) / PRECODE9: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] at [WHERE]].
From 0 to 6, how calm did you feel during this time, where 0 means not at all calm and 6 means very calm?


HAPPY. (You told me that from [START TIME] to [END TIME] you (were) [ACTIVITY] [PRECODE3: (picking up / dropping off your [WHO_PICK_DROP]) at [WHERE] / PRECODE4, PRECODE6: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] / PRECODE5: at [WHERE] / PRECODE7_8: (with) your [WHO_FOR] and your [WHO_ACTIVE]) / PRECODE9: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] at [WHERE]].
From 0 to 6, how happy did you feel during this time, where 0 means not at all happy and 6 means very happy?


FRUSTRATED. (You told me that from [START TIME] to [END TIME] you (were) [ACTIVITY] [PRECODE3: (picking up / dropping off your [WHO_PICK_DROP]) at [WHERE] / PRECODE4, PRECODE6: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] / PRECODE5: at [WHERE] / PRECODE7_8: (with) your [WHO_FOR] and your [WHO_ACTIVE]) / PRECODE9: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] at [WHERE]].
From 0 to 6, how frustrated did you feel during this time, where 0 means not at all frustrated and 6 means very frustrated?


WORRIED. (You told me that from [START TIME] to [END TIME] you (were) [ACTIVITY] [PRECODE3: (picking up / dropping off your [WHO_PICK_DROP]) at [WHERE] / PRECODE4, PRECODE6: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] / PRECODE5: at [WHERE] / PRECODE7_8: (with) your [WHO_FOR] and your [WHO_ACTIVE]) / PRECODE9: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] at [WHERE]].
From 0 to 6, how worried did you feel during this time, where 0 means not at all worried and 6 means very worried?

SAD. (You told me that from [START TIME] to [END TIME] you (were) [ACTIVITY] [PRECODE3: (picking up / dropping off your [WHO_PICK_DROP]) at [WHERE] / PRECODE4, PRECODE6: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] / PRECODE5: at [WHERE] / PRECODE7_8: (with) (your [WHO_FOR] and your [WHO_ACTIVE])) / PRECODE9: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] at [WHERE]).

[ACTIVITY 1: From 0 to 6, how sad did you feel during this time, where 0 means not at all sad and 6 means very sad?]

[ACTIVITY 2 & 3: From 0 to 6, how sad did you feel during this time? (Where 0 means not at all sad and 6 means very sad?)]


TIRED. (You told me that from [START TIME] to [END TIME] you (were) [ACTIVITY] [PRECODE3: (picking up / dropping off your [WHO_PICK_DROP]) at [WHERE] / PRECODE4, PRECODE6: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] / PRECODE5: at [WHERE] / PRECODE7_8: (with) (your [WHO_FOR] and your [WHO_ACTIVE])) / PRECODE9: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] at [WHERE]).

[ACTIVITY 1: From 0 to 6, how tired did you feel during this time, where 0 means not at all tired and 6 means very tired?]

[ACTIVITY 2 & 3: From 0 to 6, how tired did you feel during this time? (Where 0 means not at all sad and 6 means very sad?)]


PAIN. (You told me that from [START TIME] to [END TIME] you (were) [ACTIVITY] [PRECODE3: (picking up / dropping off your [WHO_PICK_DROP]) at [WHERE] / PRECODE4, PRECODE6: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] / PRECODE5: at [WHERE] / PRECODE7_8: (with) (your [WHO_FOR] and your [WHO_ACTIVE])) / PRECODE9: (with) your [WHO_ACTIVE] at [WHERE]).

From 0 to 6, how much pain did you feel during this time, where 0 means no pain at all and 6 means the pain was very strong?

0. No pain at all  1. One  2. Two  3. Three  4. Four  5. Five  6. was very strong

DWBEND RULE:

ONE ACTIVITY SELECTED  2-3 ACTIVITIES SELECTED → REPEAT CALM - PAIN; THEN GO TO CAR1
TD1 Section 10 / TD2 Section 3: Care Giving

CAR1. Now, think about your entire day yesterday, [YESTERDAY], did you spend time assisting, caring for, or looking after another adult, age 18 or older, who needs help with daily activities?

- If needed: If this is your job, please do not include adults you are paid to care for.

1. Yes 5. No DK/RF

↓ GO TO CAR7

CAR2. Who was that?

- If needed: If you cared for more than one person, please tell me about the person you provided the most care to yesterday.
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])

01 – 24. [NAME], [RTH / RTW] [, not in HH]

PRELOAD.DUSTPERSINFO[01] – [24]

"[NAME,] [RTH / RTW] [, not in HH]" displayed if M_O or INST in DUST 2013.

02: Head. Displayed in Wife/"Wife" interview if Head is age 18 or older and was FU, FUMI, INST in PSID Core 2013 and is FU in Dust 2013, or M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Wife/"Wife" (RESPMARSTAT), or FUMI in Dust 2013.

02: Wife/"Wife". Displayed in Head interview if there is a Wife/"Wife" age 18 or older who was FU, FUMI, INST in PSID Core 2013 and is FU in Dust 2013, or M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Head (RESPMARSTAT), or FUMI in Dust 2013.

02: OFUMs (including Husband of Head RTH 901). Displayed in Head interview when Head is age 18 or older who was FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or is FUMI in Dust 2013, and there is no Wife/"Wife" who is FU in Dust 2013/ M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Head/FUMI in Dust 2013.

02: OFUMs. Displayed in Head interview when there are OFUMs age 18 or older who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or is FUMI in Dust 2013.

25. [NAME,] Romantic partner

"[NAME,] = GWB8SPEC, if response. Displayed if GWB7 = YES and GWB8 = 25. (For GWB8 = 2–24, FU member displayed as 02–24).

26 – 39. [NAME], [RTH / RTW], not in HH

PRELOAD.KID[01] – [14]

26-39: Preloaded Head's and/or
33

Wife’s/”Wife’s” adult children (age 18+) who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Adult Child Roster.

40. Other Child, not in HH

41. [NAME,] Mother (biologic or adoptive) PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDMOM (PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFMOM) “[NAME,]” displayed if mother of Head (Wife/”Wife”) was preloaded.

42. [NAME,] Father (biologic or adoptive) PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDDAD (PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFDAD) “[NAME,]” displayed if father of Head (Wife/”Wife”) was preloaded.

43. Step Mother

44. Step Father

45. [NAME,] Spouse/Partner’s Mother PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFMOM (PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDMOM) “[NAME,]” displayed if mother of Wife/”Wife” (Head) was preloaded.

46. [NAME,] Spouse/Partner’s Father PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFDAD (PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDDAD) “[NAME,]” displayed if father of Wife/”Wife” (Head) was preloaded.

47. Spouse/partner’s Step Mother *For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).

48. Spouse/partner’s Step father *For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).

51. Son-in-Law

52. Daughter-in-Law

53. Sister

54. Brother

55. Sister in law

56. Brother in law

57. Granddaughter

58. Grandson

59. Other family member

61. Friend(s)

62. Co-worker, colleague, client

63. Neighbor, acquaintance

64. Pet

65. Religious leader

66. Medical provider

67. Unrelated children

68. Other non-relative

69. Other (group of) people

97. Other-specify (CAR2SPEC, Please specify. (String 50))

GO TO CAR3_DURHRS

CAR3_DURHRS. Altogether, how much time did you spend yesterday assisting, caring for, or looking after this person?

- Enter the hours reported
- If only reporting minutes, ENTER [0] for hours

0 - 23

CAR3_DURMINS. Amount entered is: [CAR3]

(Altogether, how much time did you spend yesterday assisting, caring for, or looking after this person?)

- Enter the minutes reported
- If only reporting hours, ENTER [0] for minutes

0 - 120
CAR4. How long have you been providing care to this person?
- ENTER the amount of time below, then ENTER the unit of time on the next screen (Days, Weeks, Months, Years)

1-365 DK/RF → GO TO CAR5

↓
CAR4PER. Amount entered: [CAR4]
(How long have you been providing care to this person?)
- SELECT the unit of time
- If R says “yesterday”, ENTER [1] here


CAR5. Are you this person’s only caregiver or does someone else help too?

1. Only care provider → GO TO CAR7 2. Someone else helps too DK/RF

↓
CAR6. How much of this person’s care do you currently provide, most, some, or a little?

1. Most 2. Some 3. A little

CAR7. Thinking about your entire day yesterday, [REFERENCE DAY], did you spend time caring for or looking after someone younger than 18?
- If needed: If this is your job, please do not include children you are paid to care for or look after.

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO TYP1

↓
CAR8. Who was that?

- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

02 – 24. [NAME], [RTH / RTW] [, not in HH]

PRELOAD.DUSTPERSINFO [02] – [24]

"[, not in HH” displayed if M_O or INST in DUST 2013.

02: Wife/”Wife”. Displayed in Head interview if there is a Wife/”Wife” age 17 or younger who was FU, FUMI, INST in PSID Core 2013 and is FU in Dust 2013, or M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Head (RESPMARSTAT), or FUMI in Dust 2013.

02: OFUMs (including Husband of Head RTH 901). Displayed in Head and Wife/”Wife” interviews for OFUMs age 17 or younger who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or is FUMI in Dust 2013, and there is no Wife/”Wife” who is FU in Dust 2013/ M_O, INST in DUST 2013 and still married to Head/FUMI in Dust 2013.

03-24: OFUMs. Displayed in Head and Wife/”Wife” interviews for OFUMs age 17 or younger who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or FUMI in Dust 2013.

40. Other Child, not in HH
57. Granddaughter
58. Grandson
59. Other family member
67. Unrelated children
68. Other non-relative
97. Other-specify (CAR8SPEC. Please specify. (String 50))

GO TO CAR9CKPT

DK/RF → GO TO TYP1

CAR9CKPT. WHETHER SELECTED CHILD IS GRANDSON OR GRANDDAUGHTER

1. GRANDSON, GRANDDAUGHTER
5. ALL OTHERS → GO TO CAR10
CAR9. Whose [child is that / children are those]?

- ENTER ALL THAT APPLY
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections

02 – 24. [NAME], [RTH / RTW], not in HH

"not in HH" displayed if M_O or INST in DUST 2013.

2-24: Son, daughter, stepson, stepdaughter, son of “Wife”, daughter of “Wife” age 16 or older who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or FUMI in Dust 2013.

26 – 39. [NAME], [RTH / RTW], not in HH

PRELOAD.KID[01] – [14]

26-39: Preloaded Head’s and/or Wife’s/“Wife’s” adult children (age 18+) who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Adult Child Roster.

40. Other Child, not in HH

97. Other-specify (CAR9SPEC. Please specify. (String 50))

GO TO CAR10_DURHRS

CAR10_DURHRS. Altogether, how much time did you spend yesterday caring for or looking after this child/these children?

- Enter the hours reported
- If only reporting minutes, ENTER [0] for hours

0 - 23

CAR10_DURMINS. Amount entered: [CAR10]

(Altogether, how much time did you spend yesterday caring for or looking after this child/these children?)

- Enter the minutes reported
- If only reporting hours, ENTER [0] for minutes

0 - 120
TD1 Section 11 / TD2 Section 4: How Typical Was Yesterday?

TYP1. Now please tell me how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements:
   I follow the same general routine most weekdays, Monday through Friday.
   Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree?


TYP2. Let’s try another one:
   I follow the same general routine most weekends.
   Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree?


TYP3. How about this one:
   Yesterday ([YESTERDAY]) was a typical [weekend day / weekday].
   Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree?


TYPEND RULE. WHETHER TIME DIARY 1 OR 2

TIME DIARY 1  TIME DIARY 2  → GO TO TD2 SECTION 5: CLOSING

↓
TD1 Section 12: Household Care and Division of Labor

Who List code frame for HHC1B, HHC3B, and HHC4B

91. No one
92. By myself/myself
93. All household members

01 – 24. [NAME], [RTH / RTW] [, not in HH] displayed if M_O or INST in DUST 2013.

01: Head. Displayed in Wife/"Wife" interview if Head is and was FU, FUMI, INST in PSID Core 2013 and is FU in Dust 2013, or M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Wife/"Wife" (RESPMARSTAT), or FUMI in Dust 2013.

02: Wife/"Wife". Displayed in Head interview if there is a Wife/"Wife" who was FU, FUMI, INST in PSID Core 2013 and is FU in Dust 2013, or M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Head (RESPMARSTAT), or FUMI in Dust 2013.

02: OFUMs (including Husband of Head RTH 901). Displayed in Head and Wife/"Wife" interviews for OFUMs who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or is FUMI in Dust 2013, and there is no Wife/"Wife" who is FU in Dust 2013/M_O, INST in Dust 2013 and still married to Head/FUMI in Dust 2013.

03-24: OFUMs. Displayed in Head and Wife/"Wife" interviews for OFUMs who were FU, FUMI, HU/CS, INST in PSID Core 2013 and not DIED in Dust 2013, or FUMI in Dust 2013.

25. [NAME,] Romantic partner

"[NAME,]" = GWB8SPEC, if response. Displayed if GWB7 = YES and GWB8 = 25. (For GWB8 = 2–24, FU member displayed as 02–24).

26 – 39. [NAME], [RTH / RTW], not in HH

PRELOAD.KID[01] – [14]

26-39: Preloaded Head’s and/or Wife’s/"Wife’s" adult children (age 18+) who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Adult Child Roster.

40. Other Child, not in HH

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDMOM (PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFMOM)

"[NAME,]" displayed if mother of Head (Wife/"Wife") was preloaded.

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDDAD (PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFDAD)

"[NAME,]" displayed if father of Head (Wife/"Wife") was preloaded.

41. [NAME,] Mother (biologic or adoptive)

42. [NAME,] Father (biologic or adoptive)

43. Step Mother

44. Step Father

45. [NAME,] Spouse/Partner’s Mother

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFMOM (PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDMOM)

"[NAME,]" displayed if mother of Wife/"Wife" (Head) was preloaded.

41-42: Preloaded Head’s (Wife’s/"Wife’s") parents who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Parent Roster.

45-46: Preloaded Wife’s/"Wife’s" (Head’s) parents who were selected from or added to the PSID Core 2013 Parent Roster.
46. [NAME,] Spouse/Partner’s Father

PRELOAD.PARINDEX_WFDAD
(PRELOAD.PARINDEX_HDDAD)
“[NAME,]” displayed if father of Wife/“Wife” (Head) was preloaded.
*For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).

47. Spouse/partner’s Step Mother
*For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).

48. Spouse/partner’s Step father
*For respondents who are married or cohabiting only (RESPMARSTAT).

51. Son-in-Law
52. Daughter-in-Law
53. Sister

54. Brother
55. Sister in law
56. Brother in law

57. Granddaughter
58. Grandson
59. Other family member

61. Friend(s)
62. Co-worker, colleague, client
63. Neighbor, acquaintance

64. Pet
65. Religious leader
66. Medical provider

67. Unrelated children
68. Other non-relative
69. Other (group of) people

97. Other-specify (Please specify. (String 50))

---

HHC1A. These next few questions are about taking care of things around the house during the last 7 days (from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday).
On how many of the last 7 days did you do laundry?
None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0. None</th>
<th>1. 1-2 days</th>
<th>3. 3-4 days</th>
<th>5. 5 or more days</th>
<th>DK/RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

HHC1B. Whose laundry did you do?
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>91 – 93</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 – 69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

97. Other-specify (HHC1BSPEC. Please specify. String 50)

---

HHC1C RULE. WHETHER R IS MARRIED OR COHABITING (RESPMARSTAT= MARRIED, COHABITING) OR HAS ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH (GWB7=YES AND GWB8=1-24)

MARRIED, COHABITING 5. ALL OTHERS → GO TO HHC2A

HHC1C. Did you do the laundry because of [MARRIED: [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / “WIFE” / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE]]’s health?

| 1. Yes | 5. No |
HHC2A. On how many of the last 7 days did you spend time cleaning the house? (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)

0. None → GOTO HHC3A 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days DK/RF → GOTO HHC3A

HHC2C RULE. WHETHER R IS MARRIED OR COHABITING (RESPMARSTAT= MARRIED, COHABITING) OR HAS ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH (GWB7=YES AND GWB8=1-24)

MARRIED, COHABITING 5. ALL OTHERS → GO TO HHC3A

HHC2C. Did you spend time cleaning the house because of [MARRIED: [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / "WIFE" / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE]]’s health?

1. Yes 5. No

HHC3A. On how many of the last 7 days did you prepare dinner? None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?

0. None → GOTO HHC4A 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days DK/RF → GOTO HHC4A

HHC3B. Who did you make dinner for?

- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (HHC3BSPEC. Please specify. String 50)

HHC3C RULE. WHETHER R IS MARRIED OR COHABITING (RESPMARSTAT= MARRIED, COHABITING) OR HAS ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH (GWB7=YES AND GWB8=1-24)

MARRIED, COHABITING 5. ALL OTHERS → GO TO HHC4A

HHC3C. Did you prepare dinner because of [MARRIED: [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / "WIFE" / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE]]’s health?

1. Yes 5. No

HHC4A. On how many of the last 7 days did you grocery shop or run household errands? None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?

0. None → GOTO HHCSA 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days DK/RF → GOTO HHCSA
HHC4B. Who did you grocery shop or run errands for?
- ENTER up to twelve (12) selections
- If more than one son or daughter listed, PROBE: Which one?
- If someone is listed multiple times, ENTER the code for the first occurrence (e.g., if someone is listed on code 4 and code 26, ENTER [4])

91 – 93
01 – 69
97. Other-specify (HHC4BSPEC. Please specify. String 50)

HHC4C RULE. WHETHER R IS MARRIED OR COHABITING (RESPMARSTAT= MARRIED, COHABITING) OR HAS ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH (GWB7=YES AND GWB8=1-24)

MARRIED, COHABITING  5. ALL OTHERS → GO TO HHC5A

HHC4C. Did you grocery shop or run errands because of [MARRIED: [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / “WIFE” / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE]]’s health?
1. Yes 5. No

HHC5A. On how many of the last 7 days did you handle minor repairs and home improvements? (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
0. None → GOTO HHC6A 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days DK/RF → GOTO HHC6A

HHC5C RULE. WHETHER R IS MARRIED OR COHABITING (RESPMARSTAT= MARRIED, COHABITING) OR HAS ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH (GWB7=YES AND GWB8=1-24)

MARRIED, COHABITING  5. ALL OTHERS → GO TO HHC6A

HHC5C. Did you handle minor repairs and home improvements because of [MARRIED: [HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / “WIFE” / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE]]’s health?
1. Yes 5. No

HHC6A. On how many of the last 7 days did you pay bills or handle banking? (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
0. None → GOTO PAR1 1. 1-2 days 3. 3-4 days 5. 5 or more days DK/RF → GOTO PAR1

HHC6C RULE. WHETHER R IS MARRIED OR COHABITING (RESPMARSTAT= MARRIED, COHABITING) OR HAS ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH (GWB7=YES AND GWB8=1-24)

MARRIED, COHABITING  5. ALL OTHERS → GO TO PAR1
HHC6C. Did you pay bills or handle banking because of [MARRIED: HEAD / WIFE / HUSBAND OF HEAD] / COHABITING: [HEAD / “WIFE” / GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND] / ROMANTIC PARTNER IN HH: [GIRLFRIEND / BOYFRIEND / FRIEND/NON-RELATIVE]’s health?

1. Yes  5. No
TD1 Section 13: Participation

PAR1. Now I have a few final questions about how you spent your time during the last 7 days (from last [Sunday / Monday / Tuesday / Wednesday / Thursday / Friday / Saturday] to yesterday). Again, we'll use the answers, None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, and 5 or more days.
   On how many of the last 7 days did you work for pay? (If you are self-employed or you own a business, include days you worked here.)
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR2. On how many of the last 7 days did you volunteer outside the home?
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR3. On how many of the last 7 days did you look after a child not living in your home? (If this is your job, please do not include children you are paid to look after.)
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR4. On how many of the last 7 days did you provide help with daily activities to an adult not living in your home? (If this is your job, please do not include adults you are paid to help.)
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR5. On how many of the last 7 days did you use a computer to do things like go on line or send email? (If you work, please do NOT include using the computer at work.)
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR6. On how many of the last 7 days did you talk on the phone with friends or family NOT living with you?
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR7. On how many of the last 7 days did you socialize in person with friends or family NOT living with you?
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR8. On how many of the last 7 days did you spend time doing physical activities such as playing a sport, working out at the gym, walking for pleasure, or other kind of exercise?
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days

PAR9. On how many of the last 7 days did you go out for enjoyment such as going to the movies, out to dinner, or other leisure activity?
   (None, 1-2 days, 3-4 days, 5 or more days?)
   0. None  1. 1-2 days  3. 3-4 days  5. 5 or more days
CLO1 RULE. WHETHER TD1 OR TD2

TIME DIARY 1  TIME DIARY 2  → GO TO IWCLOSE

↓

CLO1. Now that you have had a chance to think about how you spend your time, I'd like to ask you one final question. For this question, please use a scale from 0 - 6, where 0 means not at all satisfied and 6 means very satisfied. Taking all things together, how satisfied are you with your life these days?


GO TO TD1 SECTION 15: ADDRESS UPDATE AND PAYMENT

IWCLOSE. These are all the questions that I have. Thank you very much for your time and your help with our research.

• If spouse or partner to be interviewed: ask spouse/partner to come to phone or confirm number where you will be calling
• ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

IWCOMPLETE. You have reached the end of the Interview

• ENTER [1] to complete

1. Continue
TD1 Section 15: Address Update and Payment

R MailingAddress (AddrType=2, RMailAddr)

RPAY1. Now, I would like to verify that I have your correct name and address. You will receive $50.00 from The University of Michigan in appreciation of your help after you have completed both interviews. In order for the University to send you a check or other correspondence, I must make sure that I have your correct name and mailing address.

- ENTER “1” to continue

1. Continue

RMAILADDR.TITLE. Verify / Update / Change Respondent's mailing address and phone number

What is your name and complete mailing address?

- Title -- e.g. “Mr”, “Mrs”, “Ms”, “Miss”, “Dr”
- If no title, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (6)

RMAILADDR.NAMF. First Name

String (20)

RMAILADDR.NAMM. Middle Name

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (20)

RMAILADDR.NAML. Last Name

String (20)

RMAILADDR.SUFFIX. Suffix -- e.g. “Sr”, “Jr”

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (3)

RMAILADDR.INCO. In Care Of

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (40)

RMAILADDR.ADDR1. Address 1

- Enter P.O. Box in Addr2

String (40)

RMAILADDR.APTSTE. Apt/Suite

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (10)
RMAILADDR.ADDR2. Address 2
   • Enter P.O. Box here
   • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue
   String (40)

RMAILADDR.CITY. City
   String (40)

RMAILADDR.STATE. State
   • If foreign country, type FOR; enter Foreign Country at the country screen that follows
   String (4); State LookUp list

RMAILADDR.ZIP. Zip Code
   String (10)

RMAILADDR.COUNTRY. Country if different from USA
   • Start typing the name of the Foreign Country to bring up look-up list
   String (30); Country LookUp list

RPAY2B. What is your area code and phone number?
   • Area Code and Telephone Number
   • If foreign phone, ENTER all 0’s and put foreign number in next field
   String (20)

RPAY2C. Extension?
   • Enter foreign phone number in this field
   • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue
   String (20)

RPAY2D. In whose name is this phone listed or whose phone is this?
   • If phone number is not listed, ENTER “unlisted”
   String (40)

RPAY2E. Is this a home phone, work phone, or cell phone?

Other Payee Address (AddrType=3. OtherPayee)

RPAY4A. You may accept the $50.00 or have it sent to someone else of your choosing. Which would you prefer?
   1. Respondent accepts payment  3. Other person receives payment  4. Payment declined (IF VOL)

   GO TO RPAY9 RULE   ↓   GO TO RPAY9 RULE
RPAY4B.TITLE. Who would you like to receive the check? To what address should we send the check?
  • Title -- e.g. “Mr”, “Mrs”, “Ms”, “Miss”, “Dr”
  • If no Title, PRESS [Enter] to continue

  String (6)

RPAY4B.NAMF. First Name

  String (20)

RPAY4B.NAMM. Middle Name
  • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

  String (20)

RPAY4B.NAML. Last Name

  String (20)

RPAY4B.SUFFIX. Suffix -- e.g. “Sr”, “Jr”
  • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

  String (3)

RPAY4B.INCO. In Care Of
  • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

  String (40)

RPAY4B.ADDR1. Address 1
  • Enter P.O. Box in Addr2

  String (40)

RPAY4B.APTSTE. Apt/Suite
  • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

  String (10)

RPAY4B.ADDR2. Address 2
  • Enter P.O. Box here
  • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

  String (40)

RPAY4B.CITY. City

  String (40)

RPAY4B.STATE. State
  • If foreign country, type FOR; enter Foreign Country at the country screen that follows

  String (4); State LookUp list
RPAY4B.ZIP. Zip Code

String (10)

RPAY4B.COUNTRY. Country if different from USA

- Start typing the name of the Foreign Country to bring up look-up list

String (30); Country LookUp list

RPAY4B2. Is there a phone number for [OTHER PAYEE]?

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO RPAY9 RULE

↓

RPAY4C. Area Code and Telephone Number

- If foreign phone, ENTER all “0’s” and put foreign number in next field

String (10)

RPAY4D. Extension?

- Enter foreign phone number in this field
- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (20)

RPAY4E. In whose name is this phone listed?

- If phone number is not listed, ENTER “unlisted”

String (40)

RPAY4F. Is this a home phone, work phone, or cell phone?


7. Other-specify (RPAY4FSPEC. Please specify (String 50))

Payment

RPAY9 RULE:

\[
\text{RPAY4A = R OR OTHER PAYEE RECEIVES PAYMENT} \quad \text{RPAY4A = PAYMENT DECLINED} \quad \rightarrow \text{GO TO RPAY8}
\]

↓

RPAY9A. Interviewer Checkpoint

Can the incentive(s) be paid by check or did R request a money order? (Multiple selections 1 & 7 or 2 & 7 only)

Check and Money Orders ONLY:

- For Non-Standard Interview Payment or Temporary Mailing Address SELECT "7 - Special Handling"
- ENTER all that apply

1. Yes, pay by check in standard amount  2. Yes, pay by money order in standard amount  7. Special handling (Non-Std IW Pymt; Temp Addr)

IF SELECTED ALONE, GO TO RPAY8

↓
RPAY9D. Please indicate the type(s) of special handling needed.

- ENTER all that apply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RPAY9A NE 1,2: 1. Non-standard IW payment amount</th>
<th>2. Temporary mailing address</th>
<th>7. Other-specify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

ASK RPAY9D NAME/ADDR
ASK RPAY9DSPEC

RPAY9DAMT. How much is the Respondent payment for this interview

- ENTER an amount from $50.00 to $100.00

50.00-100.00

RPAY9DSPEC. Please specify other special handling needed

- But, go back to temporary address to record address where payment should be sent

String (500)

RPAY9D.TITLE. What is that name and address?

- Title -- e.g. “Mr”, “Mrs”, “Ms”, “Miss”, “Dr”
- If no title, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (6)

RPAY9D.NAMF. First Name

String (20)

RPAY9D.NAMM. Middle Name

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (20)

RPAY9D.NAML. Last Name

String (20)

RPAY9D.SUFFIX. Suffix -- e.g. “Sr”, “Jr”

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (3)

RPAY9D.INCO. In Care Of

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (40)

RPAY9D.ADDR1. Address 1

- Enter P.O. Box in Addr2

String (40)

RPAY9D.APTSTE. Apt/Suite

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String (10)
RPAY9D.ADDR2. Address 2
  • Enter P.O. Box here
  • If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue
  String (40)

RPAY9D.CITY. City
  String (40)

RPAY9D.STATE. State
  • If foreign country, type FOR; enter Foreign Country at the country screen that follows
  String (4); State LookUp list

RPAY9D.ZIP. Zip Code
  String (10)

RPAY9D.COUNTRY. Country if different from USA
  • Start typing the name of the Foreign Country to bring up look-up list
  String (30); Country LookUp list

Thank You
RPAY8. Thank you, these are all the questions I have for you.
  • Remind Respondent of date and time of second interview
  • Second Interview Date: [IW2_SELECTEDDAY]
  • If spouse or partner to be interviewed, confirm number where you will be calling. After you complete this
    interview, hang up and then call spouse/partner.
  Thank you for your participation in this interview.
  • ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

RPAY12. Were there any Respondent or Finder payment problems reported by this Respondent?
  1. Yes  5. No  → GO TO IWCOMPLETE

↓

RPAY12SPEC. Please provide details of payment issue
  String (500)

IWCOMPLETE. You have reached the end of the Interview
  • ENTER [1] to complete

1. Complete